DO YOUR LESSONS LOVE YOUR STUDENTS?

A Studio Pathways Professional Online Learning Series
What is it?

**Use at own Pace**
Use flexibly as a structured series or as a weeklong intensive

**PreK-12th**
Appropriate for wide range of age groups

**Student Success**
Socio-Emotional Learning and Culturally Responsive Teaching are essential to student success

**Pathways**
Distinct paths to ensure participant outcomes backed by research
Follow our SPIRAL Framework

Facilitate
Facilitate mindset and culture shifts alongside development of practices based in Culturally Responsive Teaching through the Arts (CRTL-A).

Guided
Guided Online Professional Learning for a total of six hours of content backed by research.

Develop
Develop your school wide capacity for understanding the relationship between culture, cognitive science, and the arts.
The heart of Studio Pathway's SPIRAL methodology builds upon equity-based educational frameworks. Our Co-founders have led for Culturally Responsive Teaching, Teaching for Understanding (Harvard's Project Zero) and Arts Integration on a national scale. Contemporary artists consistently play a critical role in investigating content and belief systems as an ongoing inquiry-based practice.

**SPIRAL METHOD**

**Studio Pathways**
Entry points through the development of a creative environment that supports learning across content.

**Inquiry**
Creative and research-based approaches for learning driven by curiosity and purposeful intention.

**Reconciliation**
Reckoning, Racial Healing and Social Change as achieved through shared knowledge, power analysis and exploration of narrative and lineage.

**Art**
Methods centered in culturally responsive arts and art integration practices, in order to encode and express learning.

**Liberation**
Removal of obstacles to connection and joy. Making learning visible through personal reflection, critical thinking, and collective wisdom.
Online Modules

Each of our Professional Learning Series Experiences Contain:

01  Six Hours of Transformative Content

02  Content Created and Facilitated by YBCA 100 Award Recipients

03  Research-Based Processes

04  Guided Work Time Built-in

Available as Individual or Institutional Partnership Packages
Online Modules

01 Breaking Patterns
This workshop centers how to see, break and create social patterns long held in teaching and learning. Visual art making, writing and storytelling are used to activate meaning and response. Initial SPIRAL methods, frameworks and protocols are introduced.

02 Culture and Cognition
This workshop provides historical context for the barriers to cognitive development, explores perpetuated systems of harm and illuminates actions for creating cultures of thinking. Creative dialogue, gesture and character development are used for embodied learning. The use of thinking protocols in the classroom is engaged.

03 Greyscale
This workshop asks participants to consider the story of our societal and personal racialized identities. Through artistic exploration, we collectively address narratives, power, lineage and embodiment as foundational lenses for culturally responsive teaching and learning.
Online Modules

**Heirlooms + Accessories**
This workshop explores the lineage of harmful norms and established systems of oppression through the visual arts. Creative dialogue is used for introspection, identification, understanding and creation of stances for building responsive learning containers and content.

**Queering the Curriculum**
This workshop deepens understanding of how to “queer the curriculum” to create safe spaces of increased inclusion by confronting dominant narratives. Gestures, movement, and elements of dance are used for this workshop to navigate the identification of patterns, habits, and systems for joy based liberatory pedagogy.

**From Implicit Bias to Explicit Belonging**
This workshop addresses implicit bias through visual and performing arts. Participants learn ways to build belonging through artistic research, dialogue and deep listening and gain tools for assessing structures, materials, procedures and systems used in the learning environment.
Our Services

Series Available for Download
(15 month access): May 1, 2021

Individual Level
Six, One-hour Modules

Institutional Level
Six, One-hour Modules for a minimum of 20 educators, *In-person training also available.*

Art of Facilitation Webinar Dates:
June 8 & 9, August 10 & 11,
September 28 & 29, 2021

Webinars and Additional Content
Art of Facilitation Pathway: Collaborative “Train-the-Trainers”
Webinar (2 leaders attend for cost of 1).
Early Adopter Pricing
Rates available only for confirmed orders through July 1, 2021

Art of Facilitation Webinar Dates:
June 8 &9, August 10 & 11,
September 28 &29, 2021

Series Available for Download
(15 month access): May 1, 2021

Individual Leadership Tier
$497

Institutional Tier
Up to 25 Educators, In-person training available at additional cost

Available for Institutional Tier Partners
Art of Facilitating the Studio Pathway: "Train-the-Trainers" Webinar (2 leaders attend-for-price of 1)
CONTACT US

projects@studiopathways.org